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introduction
Welcome to the Berkshire School Games Handbook
This handbook provides details of all the entry requirements for each of the competitions running at our
Berkshire wide events, as well as some general information which every school should read. We have
made some changes this year in light of our funding requirements from Sport England & Youth Sport
Trust. These changes aligns us with Sport England's 10 year strategy of Uniting the Movement
launched in January 2021.
Get Berkshire Active and the Berkshire School Games Organisers are committed to ensuring that the
benefits of the Berkshire School Games reach far beyond the competition and event days. Our events will
be focal points for the development work that will take place in schools, clubs and other community
settings. The focus will be on developing the skills, confidence and commitment of children and young
people through the medium of sport and physical activity with a priority on tackling the inequalities in
access to physical activity.
Our Mission:
'To inspire and enthuse young people in Berkshire through the power of sport and the Olympic and
Paralympic Games'.
Our Aim:
The Berkshire School Games will make a meaningful difference to targeted pupils to develop their skills,
self-esteem, confidence and a positive attitude through appropriate competition, leadership and physical
activity.
What we aspire to achieve with our events:
Address local inequalities and greatest need
Increase secondary engagement and opportunities
Ensure inclusive practice and opportunities
Engage young people in decision making
Increase the physical literacy of young people to contribute to them being more active every
day, supporting the Chief Medical Officer recommendation of 60 Active Minutes for every child
every day
Connect communities and ensure young people can access appropriate community
opportunities
Harness the power and inspiration of the Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games
A fun, safe environment

our delivery model
To help us shape our events we are using the 5 ME in PE principles and assigned each event to one of
these 5 principles. The descriptors for each of the principles emphasises the philosophy of each event
and who the event is aimed at. We use these principles to provide the eligibility criteria for each event
and in some cases there is additional specific detail e.g SEND priorities.

Events run will also be identified as either Pathway or Invitational.
Pathway Events
Schools will be invited to attend as the winners of their SGO run local competition.
Invitational Events
Schools will be invited to attend by their SGO. Schools will be identified based on the outcome linked to
that event or their SEND data.

SELECTING PUPILS TO REPRESENT YOUR SCHOOL

When schools commit to sending a team to one of our events we ask staff members to carefully
consider how they can engage different pupils for those events that are not 'open to all'. Please read
the eligibility criteria carefully for those events. Schools should prioritise pupils:
who do not engage well in PE & after school clubs
who lack motivation & confidence
with poor physical fitness
who are non team-games players
identified with low self esteem
SEND pupils
The diagram on the next page provides an overview of support to creating a Positive
Experience for Young People.
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our events
There are three delivery mechanisms for the County events in Berkshire.
1. BADGED EVENTS
These events are standalone events run during the school day - typically for an afternoon or morning
though sometimes they are all day events. These events will run between February & July.
2. WINTER FESTIVAL
This is a multisport event day held at:
Bisham Abbey - 29th March 2022
Teams will be invited to attend at specified times. Timings of events will be announced early March.
3. SUMMER FESTIVAL
This is a multisport event day held at:
Bisham Abbey - 1st July 2022
Teams should expect to attend all day. Timings of events will be announced early June.

Principles of Competition
As part of our commitment to improving the competitive experience for all young people will be using the
Youth Sport Trust's Principles of Competition & SMILES. We hope that all schools in Berkshire will
also commit to these principles.

school responsibilities
The Berkshire School Games are school events, and it is expected that all teams travelling will be
attending as a school team. As with all school trips you are required to complete your regular off-site
forms for your school. We expect all teams to abide by their school policy on use of adult helpers to
support the teams travelling to the event and providing support on the day. The school will have
ultimate responsibility for the safeguarding & supervision of their pupils at the event at all times.
Schools should bring First Aid kits and First Aiders to all events. Please note that we provide
paramedics support at both our multisport event days but NOT our Badged Events.
Please ensure that all your team members have the following parent/carer consent in place prior to
the day:
Attendance at this event,
Travel arrangements
Photographic/Video permission to include use of photographs/video footage in Berkshire School
Games promotion for this and future media use. You are asked to evidence photographic consent
and agreement to the code of conduct on the Registration Form
Registration forms must be completed prior to taking part.
Photographic/Video consent
All pupils without photographic consent will be asked to wear a wristband on the day; this will be
provided at registration. Teachers are asked to help ensure these pupils are not photographed & keep
their wristband visible at all times. Registered photographers will be made aware not to take photos of
these individuals and all in-house publicity shots will be checked before publication. Parents should
be made aware that their child may appear in long shot or wide frame pictures but we will endeavour
to ensure they won’t be identifiable. Spectators may also take photographs. If parents are not happy
with this then they should not send their child to the event. Photo and video footage will be used for
promotional purposes by Berkshire School Games and its partners.
Registration
On arrival at the events, each team should make its way to the Registration area. Team Managers are
responsible for completing the registration form. Teams WILL NOT be able to take part in
competitions without a registration from signed by the Head teacher. Further information will be sent
to schools ahead of each event.
Young Officials
The Berkshire School Games is an event for young people run by young people. We are proud of our
record of over 400 young people being involved in running the events each year and we could not run
our events without them. We endeavour to train young officials and leaders to support the delivery of
all the events, but we ask staff, parents and pupils to be respectful that they will not be experts yet
and to keep this in mind when dealing with our fantastic young officials and leaders.

SCHOOL GAMES VALUES
Registration forms ask schools to agree to the following code of conduct which is based around the 6
School Games Values. You may feel that you would like to ask each participant to sign a code of
conduct as part of their attendance.

Code of Conduct for Team Managers and on behalf of their participants and adult helpers
As a responsible Team Manager you, your adult helpers and participants will bring:

Passion. Bring enthusiasm and excitement to taking part.

Self-Belief. You've got to believe to achieve. Have the self-belief and confidence to succeed
and reach your personal best.
Respect. For the officials, for the opposition, for your team mates, for yourself and for The
Event. Accepting victory and defeat with grace, treating others politely and with
understanding.
Honesty. With others and with yourself. Have the courage to do the right thing and what you
know is right. Let the best person win, not the best cheat!
Determination. Never giving up on trying to achieve your goals. Putting in 100% even at
difficult times and being the very best they can be.

Teamwork. Treating everyone equally, supporting each other and working together to have
fun and achieve. Celebrate each other's success and be a positive team player.

badged events
These events are standalone events run during the school day- typically for an afternoon or morning
though sometimes they are all day events.
FOR EVENTS DATES PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE

BASKETBALL
3v3
Years 10-12
Social ME - Developing Teamwork,
Cooperation & Leadership
Eligibility: Aimed at Special Schools Linked to Coaching Programme

SQUAD SIZE: 6 to 8

MIXED IDEALLY 50% Girls

Size 6 Basketball
3 players on the court at all times. Half Court play.
Basket is 10 foot.
A player may take 2 steps beyond that usually allowed by NGB
rules.
Players will be allowed to start dribbling with 2 hands.

FOOTBALL
INCLUSION
year 7-11
Social ME - Developing Teamwork,
Cooperation & Leadership
Eligibility: Aimed at pupils who are amputees or have Cerebal
Palsy, VI*, HI.

Invitation to individuals

MIXED

Schools are invited to bring eligible individuals to a session that
will involve coaching and mixed games. Schools can bring 1 or
more pupils.
This event will be a pre talent day as part of the Football
Association SEN Talent Identification route.

*VI- B2/B3 only due to the nature of the day.

FOOTBALL
GIRLS
Year 7/8
Thinking ME - making effective decisions &
evaluations
Eligibility: Aimed at pupils who need to develop their cognitive
skills & knowledge to identify what they need to do to improve.

SQUAD SIZE: 7 to 9

GIRLS only

An introductory girls football event for social footballers. This can
be linked to the Kicks programme or can be for girls that are part
of the Barclays FA Girls Programme – Game on.
Girls should not be playing regularly in competitive football teams.
The event will emphasise the fun and social aspects of playing
football.

panathlon
XTEND
Physical ME - Developing Physical Literacy &
movements of the body
Eligibility: Aimed at pupils who find movement competence challenging
and who need to develop their physical skills.
SEND students only: SLD, PMLD, ASD, MSI, VI, HI, PD. This event is NOT
appropriate for MLD or BESD students unless their SEN Precludes
them from mainstream events.

SQUAD SIZE: 6 to 8

Mixed Ideally 50:50

Secondary Panathlon runs on a rotational station based system.
A whistle will start the activity and after 7 minutes a whistle will
stop the activity. There are 8 or 9 rotations.
Each team is ranked on their performance at each activity with a
sliding scale of points. Scores from each rotation are then added
to arrive at an overall team total.
The format of the skills challenge allows all abilities to play
together. At all Panathlon events, we have adaptions for all
different SEND classification groups.
More detailed resources are on the website.

WINTER FESTIVAL
The Winter Festival will take place on:

29th March 2022
at

Bisham Abbey National Sports Centre
Marlow Rd, Bisham, Marlow SL7 1RR

Boccia
SECONDARY
Thinking ME - making effective decisions &
evaluations
ELIGIBILITY: Aimed at SEND students only: SLD, PMLD, ASD, MSI, VI, HI,
PD, BESD. NOT appropriate for MLD.

SQUAD SIZE: 6 to 8

MIXED

A ball can be propelled by rolling, throwing or kicking.
If a player is unable to throw or kick it, they can use a ‘ramp’
(assistive device).
If they are unable to release the ball with their hands players can
use a head pointer.
All players must be seated during the game.
Singles and pair matches are four ends and team matches are six
ends.
One point is awarded for every ball of the same colour, which is
closest to the jack.

SUMMER FESTIVAL
The Summer Festival will take place on:

1st July 2022
at

Bisham Abbey National Sports Centre
Marlow Rd, Bisham, Marlow SL7 1RR

Cricket
SEN SKILLS
SECONDARY
Social ME - Developing Teamwork, Cooperation &
Leadership
Eligibility: Aimed at Special Schools and SEN units in Mainstream
Schools.

SQUAD SIZE: 8 to 10

MIXED

Cricket Skills based activities. Each team will rotate around
challenges based on 5 key areas:
Batting
Bowling
Catching
Throwing
Agility
Teams will accrue points at each station. The team with the
highest total in the competition will win.

Disc Golf
Year 7/8
Personal ME - controlling emotions, behaviours &
self esteem
Eligibility: Aimed at pupils who struggle with the motivation and
confidence to try new things and who show a lack of self-esteem
and resilience. Ideally pupils will have not represented the school
in the last academic year.

SQUAD SIZE: 8

4 boys 4 girls

The event will be run on a 9 hole golf course.
Information on format will be sent to schools in advance of the
day.

Hockey
RUSH
YEAR 7/8
Healthy ME - choosing healthy behaviours &
attitudes
Eligibility: Aimed at pupils who do not recognise that physical activity
is an important aspect of being healthy and would benefit from the
social aspects of sport. Ideally they will have not represented their
school in sporting activities in the last academic year.

SQUAD SIZE: 5 to 8

50% Girls in Squad & on pitch

5 a-side. Played on a third of a hockey pitch. Samba goals, smaller lighter balls.
No goalkeeper. Rush Hockey is a non-contact sport. Shin pads and gum shields
must be worn
Players can shoot from anywhere into the Rush Hockey goal. When a goal is scored
the ball returns to the middle of the pitch.
Q

Players should try to use the flat side of their stick. Players should try to keep the ball
away from their feet; if it accidently touches them just keep playing. Players are
unable to deliberately use their body to prevent the ball going into the goal.
If the ball goes off the sideline then the ball is turned over to the opposition. If the ball
goes off the baseline then the defending team are awarded the ball.

Rugby
TOUCH
YEAR 7/8 & year 9/10
Healthy ME - choosing healthy behaviours &
attitudes
Eligibility: Aimed at pupils who struggle to recognise that physical
activity is an important aspect of being healthy & would benefit from
the social aspects of sport. Ideally they will have not represented
their school in sporting activities in the last academic year.

SQUAD SIZE: 10-12
See Rules

Girls & Boys competitions

New Age Kurling
TEAM CHALLENGE
SECONDARY
Thinking ME - making effective decisions &
evaluations
Eligibility: Aimed at SEND students only: SLD, PMLD, ASD, MSI, VI, HI, PD,
BESD. NOT appropriate for MLD

SQUAD SIZE: 4

MIXED

Each player delivers stones corresponding to their team colour,
towards the target at the opposite end of the court.
Stones can be propelled using any part of the body or a pusher,
providing that the player is behind the delivery line on releasing
the stone.
A team scores one point for each stone that is closer to the centre
than any opposition stone.

This Girl Can
YEAR 9/10
Personal ME - controlling emotions, behaviours &
self esteem
ELIGIBILITY: Aimed at girls who lack the motivation and confidence
to try new things and who show a lack of self-esteem and
resilience.

SQUAD SIZE: TBC

girls only

This will be a festival to celebrate GIRLS in SPORT.
The format is currently being developed.

Ultimate Frisbee
YEAR 7/8 & YEAR 9/10
Healthy ME - choosing healthy behaviours &
attitudes
Eligibility: Aimed at pupils who struggle to recognise that physical
activity is an important aspect of being healthy & would benefit from
the social aspects of sport. Ideally they will have not represented
their school in sporting activities in the last academic year.

SQUAD SIZE: 6 to 8

50% Girls in squad & on pitch

A rectangular field with two end zones 30m x15m
The game begins with both teams lining up on the front of their endzones.
Each point starts with the ‘pull’: the defending team throws the disc to the attacking team. The team
receiving the "pull" is trying to score in the endzone the defending team pulled from.
When the team in possession of the disc completes a pass in the other team’s endzone, they score a
point! When your team scores: stay in the endzone you score in. You start the next point as the
defending team with another ‘pull’.
The disc can be passed in any direction to any teammate. You can only pivot when you have the disc
in hand.
When a pass is not completed, it’s a turnover: the once defending team immediately takes possession
of the disc and becomes the attacking team, and are now trying to score in the other endzone. A
turnover happens when the disc either:
lands on the floor,
lands out of bounds,
is dropped,
is hit to the floor by a defender,
is caught/intercepted by a defender or
is not thrown within 10 seconds of a player catching the disc
No physical contact is allowed between players. A foul occurs when contact is made.
The game is self-refereed meaning the players are responsible for calling and resolving any
infractions. Teams will be scored on their SOTG after each game

BENEFITS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
for young people

improves physical fitness

develops motor skills

improves self confidence

improves mood

develops self regulation

encourages socialization

develops resilience

Working in Partnership

